Active Perception With Dynamic Vision Sensors. Minimum Saccades With Optimum Recognition.
Vision processing with dynamic vision sensors (DVSs) is becoming increasingly popular. This type of a bio-inspired vision sensor does not record static images. The DVS pixel activity relies on the changes in light intensity. In this paper, we introduce a platform for the object recognition with a DVS in which the sensor is installed on a moving pan-tilt unit in a closed loop with a recognition neural network. This neural network is trained to recognize objects observed by a DVS, while the pan-tilt unit is moved to emulate micro-saccades. We show that performing more saccades in different directions can result in having more information about the object, and therefore, more accurate object recognition is possible. However, in high-performance and low-latency platforms, performing additional saccades adds latency and power consumption. Here, we show that the number of saccades can be reduced while keeping the same recognition accuracy by performing intelligent saccadic movements, in a closed action-perception smart loop. We propose an algorithm for smart saccadic movement decisions that can reduce the number of necessary saccades to half, on average, for a predefined accuracy on the N-MNIST dataset. Additionally, we show that by replacing this control algorithm with an artificial neural network that learns to control the saccades, we can also reduce to half the average number of saccades needed for the N-MNIST recognition.